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From the Chairman
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Congratulations!

Clubs like ours can only This Tuesday we welcome Ian Andrews Congratulations to Clive Haynes FRPS and
thrive when members ARPS as our guest speaker. An experienced Tessa Mills FRPS who feature in the current
volunteer to help with photographer and judge, Ian will present a RPS Journal (p98) “Thanks to Volunteers”.
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contribution!
Photography
enthusiasts
would be much the poorer without the
efforts of volunteers, at both national and
local levels.
We can only
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both
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If you are unsure about how you could help,

Tessa

for

please do not hesitate to contact me or any

finding
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time
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recall that Martin featured last year too.)

influence the future direction of the club.

Contemporary Group
To paraphrase JF Kennedy, “Ask not what
the club can do for you, ask what you can do

The Contemporary Photography Group’s

for the club!” I look forward an avalanche of

latest news and images are on the club

enquires about this subject.

website for you to enjoy.
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Club services
Do check out both the public website and
the Members’ Area on a regular basis. There
are new trips on the stocks and you can sign
up to receive email notification of trips as
they are published if you haven’t already
done so. (Members' Area > My Details &
Options > Mailing Lists.) Clive has added one
for Monday 12 Feb - Seasides Out of Season
- Barry Island and Penarth and Barrie is
running Kinver Edge, Rock Houses and Pub
Grub MkII on

5 March. Full details are

given in the Members' Area, listed under Ad
Hoc Events > View Forthcoming.
Ebb Tide by Clive Haynes FRPS

Another of the interesting images shown at
Contemporary Group last week - Flying saucer by Sue
Abbott LRPS. See more in the newsletter gallery.

MCPF News
MCPF February news awaits you...

PAGB News
PAGB News 200 is online.

Keep an eye on...
Check out this mag recommended by
Martin.

200 Extra is the Photography Show
Special.
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EYE-Photo Magazine, Issue #01, 2018

Severn Bore, Snowdrops & Severn Bridges
Barrie Glover DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2 kindly planned this recent Phototrip. Here’s his account of the day and a great set of images…
Club member numbers were somewhat depleted but those that did brave the excellent weather thoroughly enjoyed the day.
We met at Minsterworth to wait for the tidal bore to pass through; experience
has shown that it is never quite on time, it was approximately twenty-five
minutes late from the predicted time, but very well worth waiting for.
We acquired a good vantage point and the first thing we discovered were
prominent otter tracks. I thought at first that they were mink tracks but further
checking has confirmed them to be otter prints.
It was not a wide rolling bore and there were no surfers, but it was pretty
spectacular, it was a class four bore which is the highest classification.
Otter tracks

This second image shows one photographer who very nearly got wet, he
did manage to scramble out of the way to safety just in the nick of time.
The river was still surging upstream when went to the church to get our
bacon sarnies and a cuppa, the locals told us about a few snowdrop clumps
just a little upstream.

It turned out that it was more than a few clumps, it was gorgeous and we
even met the local resident that started to plant them thirty five years ago.
He gave us some of the local history, allowed us to photograph him and he
even gave us a guided tour of his very own fish house.
We witnessed the peak of
the upstream surge as
huge trees in the flotsam
whizzed past, the river
gradually stopped flowing
upstream, it probably rose
something like sixteen feet, then all went still and quiet and then it started to flow
downstream again.
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We then drove to the area between the two Severn Bridge crossings to reconnoitre a
Short-eared Owl site that migratory birds use in the winter months, I had learned about
this site years ago, we didn’t stop but we we were able to confirm by talking to a
twitcher that it was the precise location which may be used for a possible future visit.
We stopped at the Kings Arms to try to get lunch; just like last time this proved to be
unsuccessful. The chef hadn't reported for duty! He did eventually turn up after we
had been there for almost one hour but shortly after he arrived we left to carry on with
our photography, a little hungrier than we should have been!

We managed to walk some of the distance across the old Severn Bridge before driving to the new bridge to complete our planned visit.
‘Twas a cracking day........

Barrie Glover DPAGB BPE3 WSDP2
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Members’ images
Why not send me your favourite picture of the week for the next edition? We’d love to see all members’ work reflected in the
newsletter. Your news and views are also very welcome, and any member who hasn’t yet had an introduction published is cordially
invited to send something in before the season is over!

Teme Valley near Abberley by Angie Hill

If you are finding your photography constrained by the winter weather, take heart… Clive sends this selection of images to remind us that
pictures can be found everywhere, even in the kitchen! Within this mini panel are pictures of sunlight, shade and patterns created by a
Venetian blind (yes, in the kitchen).
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Heather Mann says:- Here are a few images of our enjoyable trip on Friday to see the Severn Bore and the Severn Bridges. We had the
added pleasure of finding a delightful snowdrop walk not far from where we saw the bore.

Members’
images

Darren and van Gogh
Darren Leeson LRPS showed us a fascinating mix of images at CPG last week: among them were some lovely shots from an amazing
van Gogh exhibition in Verona. Enjoy…
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Diary
Including a few for the transport buffs - trains, boats and planes!
RPS Images for Science continues at the Hive to 18 March.
9 Feb Cosford Open Cockpits and Cabs First in a series of these events.
10-11 Feb Foxton Locks are empty - CRT Open Day and photo-opps.
17-18 Feb Living History at the Commandery.
22 February We Love the Georgians at St Swithun’s.
3-4 March Grindley Brook Open Weekend. A Llangollen Canal opp near Whitchurch.
4 March Dudley canal open day - more info and canal walks here.
13 March The Science behind the BBC wildlife camera (talk). A talk by Dr John Dutton
from the University of Worcester who will be looking at BBC wildlife footage from the
other side of the camera. This event is free but booking is essential to guarantee a space.
See poster. Sadly clashes with Club night!
17-20 March, The Photography Show 2018

is at the NEC,

Birmingham.
16-18 March SVR Spring Steam Gala
Ludlow 7 winners exhibition opens on Saturday, 10 February, with a
Private View between 4pm and 7pm. The exhibition runs until 10
March. A local produce cafe serves food, refreshments, beer and
wine. the Photo Space, 4 Castle Street,
Ludlow, SY8 1AT
Poppies: Weeping Window is at Hereford Cathedral from 14
March until 29 April 2018. How about a phototrip?

Competitions and exhibitions

For sale

Lensculture's Best of February list of competitions and exhibitions to enter.
Member Roger Smith would like to sell a
Sigma 105mm F2.8 EX DG OS HSM macro

The 105th SOUTHAMPTON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
****** LAST CHANCE FOR DIGITAL-ONLY ENTRY! ******

lens in a Canon fitting.

This is the final invitation for entry into the 2018 Southampton International Exhibition.
Print entry has now closed, but we will continue to accept digital-only entries until

It is in as-new condition, boxed with case

9:00am on Friday 9 February (UK time).

and accessories. Asking price is £240.

Why not have a go? Help/FAQ. Over 200 awards available.
Anyone interested please contact Roger.

Worcestershire Wildlife Trust calendar competition is open.
South Birmingham Image 18 closes 25 Feb: £6 (min entry fee) for 4 images : 4 categories.
Basingstoke closes 5th March.
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